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Project Proposals

• Three page report due at the beginning of class on Monday.
  – Background / Problem Statement
  – Project Overview
  – Experiments
  – Resources Needed
  – Goals
Proposal Presentations

• Each group will present their project proposal to the class.
• Plan to talk for 15-20 minutes.
• Your job is to convince us that you know what you’re doing and that you can finish the project in time.
Presentation Schedule

• Monday Oct 7th:
  – Dong Z. + Jian F.
  – Henggang C. + Lianghong X.
  – Lavanya S. + Kevin C. + Yoongu K.
  – Joy A. + TBA
Presentation Schedule

• Wednesday Oct 9th:
  – Alex D. + Thomas M.
  – Mu L. + Jinliang W.
  – Atreyee M. + Qing Z.
  – Hefu C. + Rui Z.